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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, the authors give the concept of   -ideals in a distributive nearlattice. 

They provide a number of characterizations of  -ideals in a nearlattice. They prove 

that a nearlattice S  with 0  is disjunctive if and only if its every ideal is an  -ideal. 

They also show that S  is sectionally quasi-complemented if and only if each prime 

 -ideal is a minimal prime ideal. Finally S  is generalized Stone if and only if each 

prime ideal contains a unique prime  -ideal. 

 

Keywords:  -ideal, Annulets, Disjunctive nearlattice, Quasi-complemented 
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1. Introduction 

W. H. Cornish in [3] has studied the  -ideals in a lattice L  with 0 . On the other 

hand, Bigard [2] has studied  -ideals in the context of lattice ordered groups. In 

this paper we study the  -ideals of nearlattices. 

       In a lattice L  with 0 , set of all ideals of the form *](x  can be made into a 

lattice )(0 LA . Where }.0/{]*(  xyLyx  By [3] *](x  is called an annulet 

of L and )(0 LA  denotes the lattice of annulets of L . For an ideal J in L , [3] has 

defined }:]*{()( JxxJ  and for a filter F  in )(0 LA , 
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}]*(:{)( FxLxF  . It is easy to see that )(J  is a filter in )(0 LA  and 

)(F is an ideal in L . An ideal J in L is called an  -ideal if JJ  )( . 

       By a near lattice, we mean a meet semilattice with the property that any two 

elements possessing a common upper bound have a supremum. A nearlattice S is 

called a distributive nearlattice if for all 

)()()(,,, zxyxzyxSzyx  , provided zy  exists.  A nonempty 

subset I  of a nearlattice S is called an ideal if  

i) For Iyx , , Iyx  , provided yx  exists, and 

ii) For xtIx  ,  ( St  ) implies It  .  

 

         An ideal P of a nearlattice S is called a prime ideal if for 

PyxSyx  ,,  implies either Px  or Py . 

A non empty subset F of S  is called a filter if 

i) for all FyxFyx  ,, , and  

ii) FxandxtSt  ,  imply Ft  . 

For a distributive nearlattice S with 0, )(SI denotes the set of all ideals, which 

is a distributive lattice and also pseudocomplemented. 
Recently [5] have studied  the annulets in a nearlattice. In this paper, we study 

the   -ideals in a nearlattice and generalize several results of [3].   

 

2.  -ideals 

 Proposition 2.1. Let S  be a distributive near lattice with 0 , then the following 

hold: 

(i) For an ideal I in S , }/*]{()( IxxI   is a filter in )(0 SA .  

 (ii) For a filter F  in )(0 SA , }](/{)( FxSxF  is an ideal in S  

 (iii) If 21, II  are ideals in S  then 21 II   implies )()( 21 II   ; and if 21, FF    

are filters in )(0 SA  then 21 FF   implies that )()( 21 FF   . 

 (iv) The map ))}(({)( III     is a closure operation on the lattice of    

 ideals, that is, 
   

Proof. (i). By [5, Prop. 2.1], )(0 SA  is a join semilattice with the lower bound 

property. Let )(]*(]*,( Iyx  , and )(]*( 0 SAt  , where StIyx  ,, . Then 

)()]*()((]*(*]()](*]((]*)(*](( * Iytxtytxtytxt 


, as 

.)()( Iytxt   Also, if )(]*( Ix   and )(]*( 0 SAt   with *](]*( tx  , 

then )(]*(]*)(*]((]*( Ixtxtt 


 so )(I  is a filter in )(0 SA .                             
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 (ii). Let )(, Fyx  and St  , then Fyx ]*(]*,( , and )(]*( 0 SAt  . Since 

F  is a filter of )(0 SA , so Fytxt 


*](*]((]*)(*](( implies 

that Fytxt  )]*()((  implies that )()()( Fytxt   .  

Also, if )(Fx  and St   with xt  , then *](]*( xt   and 

Fx ]*( implies that Ft ]*( . So )(Ft  . Hence )(F  is an ideal in  S . 

(iii). Let )(]*( 1Ix  , then 
21 IIx   implies that )(]*( 2Ix   implies that 

)()( 21 II   . Let )( 1Fx  , then 
21]*( FFx   implies that )( 2Fx   

implies  that )()( 21 FF   . 

 

(iv) is trivial.   

In a join semilattice 
1S  with the lower bound property ( i. e. 

1S  is a dual 

nearlattice) a non-empty subset F  of 
1S  is called a filter if  

 (i) For any FyxFyx  ,,  if ,, Fyx   and yx  exists and  

(ii)  Fx  and )( 1Syxy   implies that Fy .  

Observe that this definition is dual to the definition of an ideal in a 

nearlattice. Now we give an equivalent definition of a filter in a dual nearlattice 
which is very easy to prove. This will be needed for further development of this 

section.   

 

Theorem 2.2. In a dual nearlattice 1S  a non-empty subset F of 1S  is a filter if and 

only if  

(i) For Ff  and )( 1Sxfx  implies Fx  and 

(ii)  For any Fff 21, and 1Sx , Ffxfx  )()( 21 .   

An ideal I of a nearlattice S  is called an  -ideal if II  )( . That is,  

 -ideals are simply the closed elements with respect to the closure operation of the 

Proposition 2.1. 

 

Proposition 2.3. The  -ideals of a nearlattice S with 0  form a complete  

distributive lattice isomorphic to the lattice of filters, ordered by set inclusion in  

)(0 SA . 

Proof. Let }{ iI be any class of  -ideals of S . Then ii II  )(  for all i . By 

Proposition 2.1 (iv), )( ii II   . Again )( iI ii II   )(  for 

all i  implies that ii II  )( , and so ii II  )( . Thus iI  is an 

 -ideal. Trivially, lattice of  -ideals is distributive. Hence  -ideals form a 

complete distributive lattice.  For an  -ideal I , II  )( . Also, it is easy to see 

that for any filter F of )(0 SA , FF  )( . Moreover, by Proposition 2.1(iii), 
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both   and 
  are isotone. Hence the lattice of  -ideals of S  is isomorphic to 

the lattice of filters of )(0 SA .       

 

Corollary 2.4. Let S  be a distributive lattice with 0 . Then the set of prime  -

ideals of S  are isomorphic to the set of prime filters of )(0 SA .    

Now we give a characterization of  -ideals of a nearlattice which 

generalizes [3, Proposition 3.3]. 

 

Proposition 2.5.  For an ideal I  in a distributive nearlattice S  with 0  the 

following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) I  is an  -ideal. 

(ii)  For *](]*(,, yxSyx   and Ix  implies Iy . 

(iii) *](xI Ix  (where  set theoretic union). 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose I is an  -ideal, then II  )( . Let   Syx , , 

*](]*( yx   and Ix . So, )(]*( Ix   implies that )(]*( Iy  implies that 

IIy   )( . 

(ii) implies (i). Let I  be an ideal of S . )(II   is always true. Suppose 

)(Ix   then )(]*( Ix   implies that *](]*( yx   for some Iy . So by 

(ii) Ix  implies that II  )(  implies that II  )( . 

(ii) implies (iii). Clearly **](xI Ix . If Ix  and **](xy  then 

*](]*( yx   implies that .*](]*(*](]*( yxyxy 


Then Iyx   implies 

that Iy . Thus IxIx   **]( . So **](xI Ix . 

 (iii) implies (ii). If Syx , , *](]*( yx   and Ix , then **](**]( yx   implies 

that Ixy  **](  implies that Iy . This completes the proof.      

A distributive nearlattice S  with 0  is called disjunctive if x0 <b implies 

there is an element Sx  such that 0 ax  where 0 < bx  . 

By [1] we know that a nearlattice S  with 0  is disjunctive if and only if 

*](]*( yx   implies yx   for some Syx , . 

 

Proposition 2.6.  In a distributive nearlattice S  with 0  the following conditions 

are equivalent: 

(i)  Each ideal is an  -ideal.  

(ii)  Each prime ideal is an  -ideal. 

(iii) S  is disjunctive. 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose P  is a prime ideal of S , then by (i) P  is an  -

ideal, that is, PP  )( . Let I  be any ideal of S  then we have 

)/( IPPI   implies ))/(()( IPPI      
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)/)(( IPP   IIPP  )/( implies that II  )( . So I  is an 

 -ideal. 

(ii) implies (i) is trivial. 

(i) implies (iii). For any Syx , , let *](]*( yx  . Since ](x  is an  -ideal, so by 

definition of  -ideal , ](xy .Therefore, xy  . Similarly yx  , and so yx  . 

Hence S  is disjunctive.                                        (iii) implies (i). Suppose I  is any 

ideal of S . By 2.1, )(II  . For the reverse inclusion, let )(Ix  . Then 

by definition )(]*( Ix  , and so *](]*( yx   for some Iy . This implies  

yx  , as S  disjunctive. So Ix , and hence II  )(  Therefore, I  is an  -

ideal of S .     

  

Proposition 2.3 implies that there is an order isomorphism between the 

prime -ideals of S  and the prime filters of )(0 SA . It is not hard to show that each 

 -ideal is an  intersection of prime  -ideals. 

Following theorem is a generalization of [3, Theorem 3.6]. We need the 

following lemma. 
 

Lemma 2.7. A distributive near lattice S  with 0 is relatively complemented if and 

only if every prime filter is an ultra filter (Proper and maximal). 

Proof. By [4, Theorem 2.11] S is relatively complemented if and only if its prime 

ideals are unordered. Thus the result follows.     

A prime ideal P  of a nearlattice S  is called a minimal prime ideal if it does 

not properly contain any other prime ideal. 

By [6] we know that a distributive nearlattice S  with 0  is called a normal 

nearlattice if every prime ideal of S  contains a unique minimal prime ideal. 

A distributive pseudocomplemented  lattice L  is called a Stone lattice if for 

each 1***,  xxLx . The concept of Stone lattice is not possible in a general 

nearlattice with 0 . We can talk about generalized Stone nearlattices. A distributive 

nearlattice S  with 0 , is called a generalized Stone nearlattice if interval ],0[ x  for 

each Sx  is  a Stone lattice. Moreover, S  is called generalized Stone if 

Sxx  **](*](  for each Sx . Of course, every generalized Stone nearlattice is 

normal. 

A distributive nearlattice S  with 0  is called quasi-complemented if for 

each Sx , there exists Sx   such that 0 xx  and ]0(]*)*(*]((  xx . 

S is called sectionally quasi-complemented if each interval Sxx ],,0[  is quasi-

complemented. 

 

Theorem 2.8. Let S  be a distributive near lattice with 0 . Then the following  

conditions are equivalent: 

(i) S  is sectionally quasi-complemented. 
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(ii) Each prime  -ideal is a minimal prime ideal. 

(iii) Each  -ideal is an intersection of minimal prime ideals. 

Moreover, the above conditions are equivalent to S  being quasi-complemented if 

and only if there is an element Sd   such that *]0(]*( d . 

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose S  is sectionally quasi-complemented. Then by [5, 

Theorem 2.7], )(0 SA  is relatively complemented. Hence its every prime filter is an 

ultra filter. Then by Corollary  2.4,  each prime  -ideal is a minimal prime ideal. 

(ii) implies (iii). It is not hard to show that each ideal of S  is an intersection of 

prime  -ideals. This shows (ii) implies (iii).  

(ii) implies (i). Suppose (ii) holds. Then by Corollary 2.4, each prime filter of 

)(0 SA  is maximal. Then by Lemma 2.7, )(0 SA  is relatively complemented, and so 

by [5, Proposition 2.7], S  is sectionally quasi-complemented.    

 

We conclude the paper with the following result which is a generalization of 

[3, Theorem 3.7]. 
 

Theorem 2.9. A near lattice S  with 0  is a generalized Stone near lattice if and only 

if each prime ideal contains a unique prime  -ideal. 

Proof.  Since minimal prime ideals are   -ideals, so by the given condition every 

prime ideal contains a unique minimal prime ideal. Hence S  is normal. Also, by the 

given condition each prime  -ideal contains a unique prime  -ideal. That is each 

prime  -ideal contains no other prime  -ideals than itself. Since each  minimal 

prime ideal is also prime  -ideal, so by the condition, each prime  -ideal is itself a 

minimal prime ideal. Hence by Theorem 2.8, S  is a sectionally quasi-

complemented. Therefore, by [6, Theorem 2.3], S  is generalized Stone. 

Conversely, if S  is generalized Stone then by [6, Theorem 1.6], S  is 

normal. So each prime ideal contains a unique minimal prime ideal. Thus the result 

follows as each minimal prime ideal is a prime  -ideal.    
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